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Empowering Women to Succeed Jun 28 2022 Journey through the fifth volume of the #1 best selling book series: Empowering Women
to Succeed. As you turn through the pages of this book, you will experience the lives of thirteen woman, from all walks of life as each
author shares a powerful message of what it means to let go. Empowering Women to Succeed Volume V: Letting Go will bring you tears,
joy, and encouragement to take action towards a life of peace and acceptance. Consider this a must read for those who look for insight
into life's struggles. These women's stories will motivate you, inspire you, and empower you on the path to success. The authors of this

book pour their hearts and souls into providing the most uplifting and emotionally raw collection of stories. Sharing your story isn't easy,
and for many, it takes deep self-reflection to express themselves through writing. As each word hits the page, memories come flooding
back all the while believing by writing it will help let go. As you read this book, you will understand the challenges it took for these authors
to put their thoughts on paper for all to read. May these stories bring out the bravery in you and encourage you to let go too!
Letting Go of the Status Quo Sep 19 2021 Is Your STATUS QUO Draining Your Energy and Keeping You From Your Dreams? Are you
feeling unfulfilled or restless? Does your life no longer feel like it "fits" who you are? Is it time to reinvent yourself and live in alignment
with your true self? Take your first step by reading this heartwarming book by Julie Simmons and Andria Corso. The authors share their
personal stories of how they reinvented themselves by recognizing and letting go of what no longer worked for them and, bit by bit,
creating the lives they were truly meant to live. From starting businesses and leaving a marriage to having babies and moving to the
country, journey with the authors and learn: What it feels like and means to recognize and let go of the status quo. How this step-by-step
plan can help you leap into the life you truly want to live. How to deal with the inevitable fear and uncertainty on your path. How (and
why) to celebrate your life's never-ending evolution. If you are ready to let go of your own status quo and harness your power to change
your life, this easy-to-read volume is a must-have for your own inspirational library.
An Imperfect Woman Oct 21 2021 Women are bombarded with ideas of perfection--and tips for how to achieve it--every day. From her
work to her looks to her parenting, today's modern woman is expected to strive to be picture perfect in every way. As a result, calls for
authenticity and imperfection are on the rise. Yet, deep down, most of us still want to achieve perfection. Why? The desire to be perfect,
says Kim Hyland, is actually a God-given urge. After all, we were made for Eden. But there is a difference between perfection and
perfectionism, which is our attempt to achieve perfection on our own, by our own strength, and for our own purposes--the original
temptation in the Garden. In this freeing book, Hyland offers women a stirring manifesto for acknowledging their limitations and
embracing the perfection of God through his grace. This is a book for every woman who gives 110% and yet feels shame when one little
thing goes wrong.
Letting Go Dec 31 2019 The twelve stories in Letting Go take us on a journey through landscape, language and turbulent times, from
the mid-19th century to the present day, and into the future. Stevenson’s array of characters from many walks of life and nationalities –
including a traveller, a wood carver, chicken farm workers, a nurse, an architect and a magician – meet and part, some becoming
reacquainted. Themes exploring identity, creativity and the environment, echo and connect throughout the different narratives,
sometimes carried in snatches of song. The author leads us outward from her native Scottish Borders to Edinburgh, Glasgow and the
Gàidhealtachd, south to England, across the Atlantic to Apartheid South Africa and, finally, to the melting Arctic.
The Knife of Never Letting Go Aug 19 2021 A dystopian thriller follows a boy and girl on the run from a town where all thoughts can be
heard – and the passage to manhood embodies a horrible secret. Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men. Ever since the settlers
were infected with the Noise germ, Todd can hear everything the men think, and they hear everything he thinks. Todd is just a month
away from becoming a man, but in the midst of the cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding something from him -- something so
awful Todd is forced to flee with only his dog, whose simple, loyal voice he hears too. With hostile men from the town in pursuit, the two
stumble upon a strange and eerily silent creature: a girl. Who is she? Why wasn't she killed by the germ like all the females on New

World? Propelled by Todd's gritty narration, readers are in for a white-knuckle journey in which a boy on the cusp of manhood must
unlearn everything he knows in order to figure out who he truly is.
Big Wild Love Mar 26 2022 Jill Sherer Murray lived in a dead-end relationship into her forties before she finally let it go. She was like
millions of women who struggle with whether to stay in a loveless marriage, a bad relationship, or give up on dating altogether, believing
love isn’t in the cards. You may be struggling with a similar decision yourself. Perhaps you’re terrified of being single, and yet you don’t
truly feel you’re living the life you want. With warmth and honesty, Murray shows you how letting go—of feeling stuck, afraid, and alone,
and of believing what you’ve got is all you deserve—can free you from a life that isn’t serving you. She knows this is true, because she
did it herself—and ultimately attracted the love and life she wanted. Through her story, other women’s stories, surprising facts and
statistics, and helpful exercises, Big Wild Love will show you the way back to the self you’ve lost. It will put you on the path to change and
teach you that, wherever you are, it’s never too late to start anew and find the Big Wild Love you deserve.
Graceful (For Young Women) Apr 26 2022 Discusses how to let go of unreasonable expectations, both from outside forces and one's
own expectations, and learn to accept the life God has planned, leading to a happier, stress-free life.
Letting Go of the Reins Sep 27 2019 After Bill Herschberger made the difficult decision to leave the Amish, the response from his
community was immediate and relentless. Bill was a church member with a wife and child. It was imperative that his soul be saved from
hell. If he didn't return, Bill knew that he would be shunned and excommunicated. What he hadn't expected, and what he struggled to
accept, was discovering the deception and deceit perpetuated by the Amish for generations. LETTING GO OF THE REINS offers a
glimpse into the reclusive Amish as told from the point of view of both Bill and his friend and co-worker, Karrie, as well as the
unprecedented voice of the Amish themselves.
Letting Go Jan 24 2022 Do you ever feel like you'll never be perfect? Do you worry that what you say or do or wear will be how people
remember you? It's time to let go of those worries and embrace who you are. Letting Go: A Girl's Guide to Breaking Free of Stress and
Anxiety has everything you need to help you understand and manage the very real pressures you're facing from life. Designed to provide
strategies for managing stress and anxiety, this book is filled with practical evidence-based advice and stories from teen and young adult
women like you who have found ways to manage their anxieties. Every chapter features a discussion of different types of stress and
anxiety so you can understand better what you're experiencing, activities to help you remember all the things you love about yourself and
to help you understand yourself better, strategies for combating both stress and anxiety, and stories of other girls who've learned to move
past their stress and love their lives—and themselves—to the fullest. Ages 12-16
Letting Go of Mr. Wrong Oct 01 2022 How can you let go of a man that you think you need in your life? There's something about Mr.
Wrong that keeps you holding onto him. Why can't you let go of someone that you know isn't good for you? How can you avoid dating the
wrong type of men? Find out this and more in "Letting Go of Mr. Wrong.
Letting Go Nov 21 2021 Letting Go: The Quote Book is M. Sosa's fourth book, filled with deep and emotional quotes regarding breakups
and moving on. She shares her past experiences, in hopes of relieving the pain you're going through. When you're having a hard time
letting go, you want to hear the right words that will soothe your heartache, and that's exactly what M. Sosa does in her newest
adventure. She fills the void and brings you through a journey from "Past" to "Present," making sure to guide you towards greener

pastures. If you're going through a break up or looking for a little inspiration to move on, this book will be a great addition to your
collection.
Giving Thanks and Letting Go May 16 2021 What happens to a mother's heart when her children grow up and begin their own lives?
How can she absorb the mixed emotions of anxiety and excitement, grief and hope? In Giving Thanks and Letting Go, bestselling
Catholic author Danielle Bean ponders her emptying nest and overflowing heart as she encourages you to join her in leaning on God and
discovering the joy and promise of this sacred season of parenting. Comforting, relatable, and practical, Giving Thanks and Letting Go
shares Danielle Bean's personal experience of launching her children into their adult lives. From this crucial moment in her motherhood,
she offers sage advice as she reflects on the precious years she spent raising children and learning to trust in God's providence. In her
most personal book to date, Bean, brand manager at CatholicMom.com, reveals the freedom she discovered as she tossed out old
trophies and Nordic Ware; the release she feels when she lets herself sob with abandon; the pleasant satisfaction of extra space in her
home and in her marriage; and the happy recognition of God's abiding presence through all the years of family life. As you accompany
Bean on her journey, you will learn to let yourself grieve; acknowledge that being a mom has never been easy; turn to your husband; give
up control; accept the suffering with grace; trust in God to have the best plans; spark joy, give thanks, and move on; and nourish your
soul, body, and mind. Allow these familiar, comforting, and heart-tugging scenes from Bean's life and the lessons she's learned be your
trusted companion for reflecting on your own parenting journey.
Grace for the Good Girl Aug 26 2019 Emily Freeman offers advice to the Christian woman on letting go of expectations and trusting in
God.
What Every Woman Needs to Know about Letting Go Nov 02 2022 Are you broken, betrayed, or bitter because of unfortunate
relationship experiences? Letting go, disconnecting, and separating your heart after a failed relationship, is the hardest thing ever. In
What Every Woman Needs to Know about Letting Go, author Sean L. Brereton takes you on a journey with a woman who first appears
as damaged and distressed by a failed relationship that is gradually transformed when she finds the strength to let go finally. L's story is
your story, and it tells of a delicate tale of passion, rejection, and ultimately truth. Learn practical steps to help you overcome your
breakup. Begin your journey to peace within these pages, bursting with healing and hope for the brokenhearted.
Surrendered - Women's Bible Study Leader Guide Oct 09 2020 Learn How to Surrender Like Jesus.
Letting Go of Leo Jul 06 2020 People think you have it all together. What these people don’t understand is how exhausting it feels to
make it look that way. The pressure to keep it all going is intense. You feel unfulfilled and don’t believe you measure up to others. You’re
constantly searching for the secret to experience confidence in your own skin. Despite your have-it-all-together life, you can’t figure out
how to accept or perfect yourself. You’ve tried diets, intense exercise, shopping, and stuffing brownies in your face. Yet nothing fills the
hole deep inside, and you worry, Will I ever be enough? You’ve come to the right place. In Letting Go of Leo, Simi Botic gets personal
about what she’s experienced and learned. She shares stories about eating a jar of peanut butter without choking to death. Stories about
her thighs rubbing together. Stories of living a fantasy where she would marry Leo DiCaprio and win an Oscar. Stories of realizing that
real life can be better than any fantasy, that she could show up for the good stuff and the hard stuff and, most importantly, for herself.
Simi used to freak out about food, her body, and not being perfect enough. She freaks out a lot less now. In Letting Go of Leo, she

shares how she broke up with perfection—and how you can too.
Let Go of the Guilt Apr 14 2021 Break Your Guilt Habit! In Let Go of the Guilt, life coach and bestselling author Valorie Burton teaches
you a simple, but profound method that will free you from what she calls the “false guilt” that is so common today. As you peel back the
layers, you’ll feel the burden lift. And that’s when you make room for your authentic self and the joyful life that is possible for you.
Through her signature self-coaching process, powerful questions, and practical research, she shows you how to: recognize and
overcome the five thought patterns of guilt, break the surprising habit that tempts you to subconsciously choose guilt over joy, stop guilt
from sneaking its way into your everyday decisions and interactions, flip those guilt trips so you can keep others from manipulating you,
and stop setting yourself up for stress, anxiety and obligation, and instead set yourself for a life of joy and freedom Valorie’s journaling
questions and research-based process will shift your perspective, give you clarity and courage, and equip you with a plan of action to let
go of the guilt for good.
The Language of Letting Go May 04 2020 Written for those of us who struggle with codependency, these daily meditations offer growth
and renewal, and remind us that the best thing we can do is take responsibility for our own self-care. Melody Beattie integrates her own
life experiences and fundamental recovery reflections in this unique daily meditation book written especially for those of us who struggle
with the issue of codependency.Problems are made to be solved, Melody reminds us, and the best thing we can do is take responsibility
for our own pain and self-care. In this daily inspirational book, Melody provides us with a thought to guide us through the day and she
encourages us to remember that each day is an opportunity for growth and renewal.
No More Letting Go Nov 29 2019 “Detachment” has been the standard message of most addiction literature for the last twenty years.
The conventional wisdom offered to an addict’s loved ones has been to let the addict “hit bottom” before intervening. Now intervention
specialist Debra Jay challenges this belief and offers a bold new approach to treating addiction that provides a practical and spiritual
lifeline to families struggling with alcohol or drug abuse. In No More Letting Go, Jay argues that the traditional advice of “letting go” too
often destroys both the addict and the family physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Jay contends that addiction is everybody’s
business–not just the addict’s–and addiction doesn’t have the right to trump the welfare of a family. In short, highly accessible chapters
written with warmth, understanding, and compassion, Jay weaves together philosophical and religious thought; new science on the brain
function of an addict; the physical and psychological impact of addiction on family members; and poignant, real-life family stories. No
More Letting Go is a powerful, informative guide that provides comfort, hope, and practical advice to anyone affected by a family
member’s addiction.
Letting Go Nov 09 2020 Letting Go describes a simple and effective means by which to let go of the obstacles to Enlightenment and
become free of negativity. During the many decades of the author’s clinical psychiatric practice, the primary aim was to seek the most
effective ways to relieve human suffering in all of its many forms. The inner mechanism of surrender was found to be of great practical
benefit and is described in this book. Dr Hawkins’s previous books focused on advanced states of awareness and Enlightenment. Over
the years, thousands of students had asked for a practical technique by which to remove the inner blocks to happiness, love, joy,
success, health and, ultimately, Enlightenment. This book provides a mechanism for letting go of those blocks. The mechanism of
surrender that Dr Hawkins describes can be done in the midst of everyday life. The book is equally useful for all dimensions of human

life: physical health, creativity, financial success, emotional healing, vocational fulfillment, relationships, sexuality and spiritual growth. It is
an invaluable resource for all professionals who work in the areas of mental health, psychology, medicine, self-help, addiction recovery
and spiritual development.
Letting Go of Friends Aug 07 2020 Don't Let Bad Friendships Ruin Your Happiness Too many unhealthy female friendships wreak havoc
in the lives of women. Take control of your relationships. Life is too short to tolerate bad behavior in any form - especially from a friend!
p> This book will help you learn: Recognize the difference between a healthy and unhealthy friendship What kind of toxic friend you are
up against? Is she really your friend? How to salvage the friendship (if you want to) What other women are saying about their friendships
(you're not alone!) When all else fails, learning how to let go I surveyed over three hundred women who offered their views on friendship,
and the relationships that became too toxic to endure. Their candid responses have been included in this book. Real women. Real
experiences. Sometimes a friendship can be saved. You may need to let them go. If you need to re-evaluate your friendships, then this
book is for you! Packed full of information you can start using TODAY! Grab your copy now and lead a friendlier life!
When a Woman Chooses to Forgive May 28 2022 Are you experiencing God’s great gift of a life lived in forgiveness? Does your heart
know how to forgive someone when trust has been broken? And when your actions hurt others, do you seek forgiveness? Cheryl
Brodersen, author of When a Woman Lets Go of the Lies and daughter of Calvary Chapel founder Pastor Chuck Smith, reveals the
transformation you’ll experience when you learn why and how to forgive someone. With inspiring stories, biblical teaching, and a
compassionate perspective, she explores: how to trust God’s forgiveness why unforgiveness takes a toll on your body, spirit, and mind
how anger and regret can be replaced by freedom and joy how grace transforms thoughts, choices, and relationships the breakthrough
you need to forgive yourself, God, and others Discover the beauty of life without regrets and doubt. Choose to forgive and choose to
move forward in the great adventure God has for you.
How to Break Up With Anyone Dec 11 2020 Not all relationships are made to last forever. Sometimes what started as a beautiful
friendship or productive partnership can turn toxic, or one-sided, or unhealthy and the best solution for both parties is to end it. InHow to
Break Up With Anyone, relationship expert Jamye Waxman has written the much-needed guide to every step of a non-romantic breakup.
Drawing from her personal and professional experiences, Jamye walks through the process of disengaging from a friend, family member,
community, or even former version of oneself, addressing both the practicalities and emotional considerations of what it means to break
up. While ending a relationship might sometimes be painful, Jamye keeps the message positive, focusing on the ultimately liberating
aspects of putting unhealthy relationships to rest. Jamye also includes firsthand advice and guidance for those who have been broken up
with and are looking for answers. How to Break Up With Anyone provides the tools for anyone to initiate a breakup, the encouragement
to get through it, and the wisdom to recognize that they don't have to settle for anything less than productive, healthy relationships.
Covering a variety of relationships, How to Break Up With Anyone is a timeless resource.
Letting Go Jun 04 2020 At a time when women are being exhorted to "lean in" and work harder to get ahead, Letting Go: Feminist and
Social Justice Insight and Activism encourages both women and men to "let go" instead. The book explores alternatives to the belief that
individual achievement, accumulation, and attention-seeking are the road to happiness and satisfaction in life. Letting go demands a
radical recognition that the values, relationships, and structures of our neoliberal (competitive, striving, accumulating, consuming,

exploiting, oppressive) society are harmful both on a personal level and, especially important, on a social and environmental level. There
is a huge difference between letting go and "chilling out." In a lean-in society, self-care is promoted as something women and men should
do to learn how to "relax" and find a comfortable work-life balance. By contrast, a feminist letting-go and its attendant self-care have the
potential to be a radical act of awakening to social and environmental injustice and a call to activism.
Women Who Love Too Much Sep 07 2020 Updated with a new foreword and revised text, a twentieth anniversary release of a topselling reference counsels women on how to end destructive cycles of co-dependence and misogyny, in a guide that shares case
histories of women who have ended or improved relationships with emotionally unavailable, addicted, or unfaithful partners. Reprint.
50,000 first printing.
Let Go Feb 10 2021 Burdened. The word alone makes shoulders sink. It slows down our lives. It clouds our vision. It is the heaviness of
so many memories, grudges, fears, uncertainty, and stress. Let go. “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give
you rest.” (Matt 11:28) Let go. Overworked? Overcommitted? Overtired? Underappreciated? Let go! Live free. Sound impossible? Sheila
Walsh thought so – until God proved Himself again and again through His Word, His people, and her life. In Let Go, the best-selling
author and speaker walks readers through the journey to freedom in Christ. Along the way, she tackles some of the toughest struggles
that weigh women down, answering them with overwhelming truth, promise, and hope. You can lay down your burdens. You can rest.
You can find peace. You can live free. Start here. Let go. And see what God can do. Includes a study guide.
My Body Jul 26 2019 INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "My Body offers a lucid examination of the mirrors in which its author
has seen herself, and her indoctrination into the cult of beauty as defined by powerful men. In its more transcendent passages . . . the
author steps beyond the reach of any 'Pygmalion' and becomes a more dangerous kind of beautiful. She becomes a kind of god in her
own right: an artist." —Melissa Febos, The New York Times Book Review A "MOST ANTICIPATED" AND "BEST OF FALL 2021" BOOK
FOR * VOGUE * TIME * ESQUIRE * PEOPLE * USA TODAY * CHICAGO TRIBUNE * LOS ANGELES TIMES * SHONDALAND * ALMA
* THRILLEST * NYLON * FORTUNE A deeply honest investigation of what it means to be a woman and a commodity from Emily
Ratajkowski, the archetypal, multi-hyphenate celebrity of our time Emily Ratajkowski is an acclaimed model and actress, an engaged
political progressive, a formidable entrepreneur, a global social media phenomenon, and now, a writer. Rocketing to world fame at age
twenty-one, Ratajkowski sparked both praise and furor with the provocative display of her body as an unapologetic statement of feminist
empowerment. The subsequent evolution in her thinking about our culture’s commodification of women is the subject of this book. My
Body is a profoundly personal exploration of feminism, sexuality, and power, of men's treatment of women and women's rationalizations
for accepting that treatment. These essays chronicle moments from Ratajkowski’s life while investigating the culture’s fetishization of girls
and female beauty, its obsession with and contempt for women’s sexuality, the perverse dynamics of the fashion and film industries, and
the gray area between consent and abuse. Nuanced, fierce, and incisive, My Body marks the debut of a writer brimming with courage
and intelligence.
The Optimist's Guide to Letting Go Mar 14 2021 Three generations. Seven days. One big secret. The author of The Coincidence of
Coconut Cake unfolds a mother-daughter story told by three women whose time to reckon with a life-altering secret is running out. Gina
Zoberski wants to make it through one day without her fastidious mother, Lorraine, cataloguing all her faults, and her sullen teenage

daughter, May, snubbing her. Too bad there’s no chance of that. Her relentlessly sunny disposition annoys them both, no matter how
hard she tries. Instead, Gina finds order and comfort in obsessive list-making and her work at Grilled G’s, the gourmet grilled cheese food
truck built by her late husband. But when Lorraine suffers a sudden stroke, Gina stumbles upon a family secret Lorraine's kept hidden for
forty years. In the face of her mother’s failing health and her daughter’s rebellion, this optimist might find that piecing together the truth is
the push she needs to let go...
Love Lost, Love Found Jul 18 2021 Turn Heartache into Empowerment When author Tatiana Jerome had a bad experience with a
relationship breakup, she decided to explore her feelings through communicating with other women on social media. By facing her pain
and challenges, even acknowledging what she did to contribute to the relationship’s failure, she began to heal and move beyond the
broken heart to a better understanding of what would make her happy, and, most of all, of the type of love she deserved. Her insightful
posts and blogs went viral, and soon other women were coming to her for advice and support. Based on Tatiana’s journey and that of
other women she has coached, Love Lost, Love Found is a woman-to-woman conversation that nurtures each woman hurting over her
breakup by allowing her to let go of her past, find love within herself, and welcome new love into her life. You’ll learn to avoid selfsabotaging behavior and other things on Tatiana’s “drop list,” implement a personal action plan, attend to your physical well-being, and
stay connected to your spiritual life. Uplifting and honest, Tatiana helps you ask the difficult questions and face reality while building a
better life by prioritizing self-respect, self-care, and self-confidence. You’ll discover that focusing on your own healing, spirituality, and
growth is the surest path to leading an extraordinary life and attracting new love.
To Have, to Hold, and to Never Let Go Jul 30 2022 I am a woman of many attributes and as impressive as my background is I too find
it hard to juggle a relationship, family, friends, and my career. With a two year old son, a new found relationship with a handsome young
man who is just a year younger then me but so much wisdom he could teach a teacher; still pursuing my Doctorate Degree in Business,
and building a company from the ground up; has definitely put my life in the fast lane. The inspiration to my book was having seen male
friends of mine who are battling their own love lives and or the family. I wanted to create a book to help guide them in a path where they
too can understand where we women are coming from when we ask them a million and one questions about relationships and family. So
in my book To Have, To Hold, and To Never Let Go, I am letting men know the inner thoughts and acts of women and show how we are
not that much different from you guys in the sense of commitment. The same thoughts you men have us women have too; we just go
about them a little differently. So in this book allow these chapters to guide you men on how To Have a Woman, Hold a Woman, and To
Never Let Her Go.
Letting Go Jun 24 2019
The Improbable Adventures of a Middle-Aged Woman Jan 12 2021 Beyond the Bucket List When her daughter was born with a
devastating medical condition, Jennifer Lawler set out to make a good life despite the circumstances. She wanted the story to be "kickass
mother of a special kid hangs on to her dream of being a writer no matter what." But life takes its toll, despite our best intentions. At the
start of this story, our intrepid heroine wakes up in middle age, disillusioned and discouraged; her dream has gotten a little dusty and
holding on to it is not as rewarding as she had expected. Grit and determination feel more like grinding routine, especially since her
beloved daughter, now eighteen, still needs round-the-clock care. Goals and to-do lists have turned into just another kind of jail.

Recognizing this as the onset of a midlife crisis, Jennifer does what anyone would. She makes a bucket list, then sets out to reawaken
her spirit by doing all the things she ever wanted to do: reconnect with her Irish roots, live on a houseboat in the Florida Keys, learn guitar
from a session player in Nashville. There are only two snags: life has limits, and her funny, challenging, brilliant daughter is almost
always in tow. Teetering on the edge of a cliff in Ireland, searching fruitlessly for a place to stay during a wild summer storm in the West
Highlands, getting lost in Munich, talking to the one person in Eastern Europe who'll admit to missing communism, and, finally,
confronting the fact that her daughter isn't nearly as interested in guitar-playing and house-boating as she is, Jennifer discovers that
happiness has nothing to do with lists.
Love Let Go Apr 02 2020 Displays the amazing power of generosity to transform people and communities When LaSalle Street Church
in Chicago received an unexpected windfall, its leaders made the wild, counterintuitive decision to give it away. Each church member
received a check for $500 with the instruction to go out and do good in God's world. In Love Let Go readers witness how a church
community was transformed by the startling truth that money can buy happiness—when we give it away. Laura Sumner Truax and
Amalya Campbell show how this radical generosity shaped their community, exploring the reverberating impact of each act of generosity,
and ultimately revealing how LaSalle's faith-filled risk snowballed into a movement beyond itself. Throughout the book Truax and
Campbell probe the connection of human flourishing to generosity and offer tools to help us reclaim our giver identities and live
generously—to love and let go.
Present, Not Perfect Oct 28 2019 A beautifully illustrated guided journal that helps women slow down and enjoy life rather than pushing
for perfection. Most women today are frantic, lost in an endless cycle of busyness caused by constant pressure to perform up to
unrealistic expectations of perfection, many of which are self-imposed. This journal cuts to the heart of the problem by showing women
how to reconnect with their inner selves through solitude, introspection, and contemplation of what's truly important to them as individuals
and family members. Give yourself permission to be Present, Not Perfect.
To Love and Let Go Jan 30 2020 “Rachel beautifully illustrates that loving fiercely and grieving deeply are often two halves of the same
whole. Her story will break you down and lift you up.” —Glennon Doyle, author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Love Warrior and
founder of Together Rising While on her way to teach a yoga retreat in March 2014, Rachel Brathen collapses at an airport, brought to
her knees by excruciating stomach pains. She is rushed to the hospital on the tiny island of Bonaire, and hours later forced to undergo
surgery. When she wakes up from anesthesia, her boyfriend is weeping at her bedside. While Rachel was struck down with seemingly
mysterious pain, her best friend, Andrea, sustained fatal injuries as a result of a car accident. Rachel and Andrea had a magical
friendship. Though they looked nothing alike—one girl tall, blond, and Swedish, the other short, brunette, and Colombian—everyone
called them gemelas: twins. Over the three years following Andrea’s death, at what might appear from the outside to be the happiest
time—with her engagement to the man she loves and a blossoming career that takes her all over the world—Rachel faces a series of
trials that have the potential to define her life. Unresolved grief and trauma from her childhood make the weight of her sadness
unbearable. At each turn, she is confronted again and again with a choice: Will she lose it all, succumb to grief, and grasp for control
that’s beyond her reach? Or can she move through the loss and let go? When Rachel and her husband conceive a child, pregnancy
becomes a time to heal and an opportunity to be reborn herself. As she recounts this transformative period, Rachel shares her hard-won

wisdom about life and death, love and fear, what it means to be a mother and a daughter, and how to become someone who walks
through the fire of adversity with the never-ending practice of loving hard and letting go.
Letting Go of Perfect Aug 31 2022 With fun and depth, an everyday Christian wife and mother thought fully challenges some of the selfimposed expectations of modern biblical womanhood, pointing women toward true freedom in Christ.
Get Over It Dec 23 2021 "Through more than 25 years of ministry, author Mary Whelchel has developed insightful wisdom for leading
women to experience the true freedom of following Christ. Pointing readers to scriptural principles, she presents issues of daily life in
God-centered perspective"--Page 4 of cover.
The Language of Letting Go Mar 02 2020 Concentrating on self-esteem and acceptance, this book offers meditations for men and
women recovering from codependency and aids them in their attempt to gain control of their lives.
Don't Call That Man! Jun 16 2021 There is life after a failed relationship, as long as you Don't Call That Man!. In this inspirational,
revolutionary guide to letting go and moving on after the trauma of a breakup, psychotherapist Rhonda Findling teaches women how to
triumph over the almost obsessive urge to pick up the phone. With its prescriptive, easy-to-follow approach, Don't Call That Man! is an
indispensable tool for weathering the pain of heartbreak. It features simple exercises that provide an emotional outlet for a difficult
process; charts that schedule free time away from the telephone; and much more, including: Moving on from a ruined relationship What
is an ambivalent man, and how do you get over him? Mothers, fathers and men Building and using a support system The 10-Step
program to not call that man Step-by-step, from heartache to healing, Don't Call That Man! is a map on how to heal the pain of a lost
love; how to overcome feelings of neediness and desperation; and above all, how to regain focus on what's important and it's not calling
that man. It's the perfect book to embrace on the way to a new and more gratifying relationship.
When a Woman Lets Go of the Lies Feb 22 2022 Author and speaker Cheryl Brodersen encouraged thousands of women to cast their
worries to God’s care in her book When a Woman Lets Go of Her Fears. Now she inspires them to embrace their identity and fulfillment
in Christ by shedding the lies that have plagued women since Eve: “I’m not good enough.” “God isn’t strong enough.” “I’m too flawed to
be loved.” “God can’t use me.” Cheryl presents engaging teaching, relevant examples from women today and from the Bible, and biblical,
practical guidance to help women believe in God’s sufficiency to meet their needs promises and power through His Word plans for
goodness and fruitfulness blessings that follow obedience Since Eden first blossomed, God has offered women love, guidance,
fellowship, and purpose. Cheryl helps today’s woman exchange the burden of deception and pretense for the abundance, freedom, and
fruitfulness God intended from the very beginning.
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